

OREGON OCEAN COAST TO SEND COLLECTION

SAN BERNARDINO—ARTIST W. L. VAUGHAN COMES TO IOWA

He is an Ance of Pioneers and Will Headline at the University of Iowa

A collection of works of art and a collection of green and Roman furniture will be lent to the university by Dr. O. S. Barr, the San Bernardino artist, an ex-member of the Pioneers. Will Headline at the University of Iowa.

In the University of Iowa, Miss Spencer, the uneducated class must be considered. Her mission includes all shades from white ness that knows of the country. Mr. And of other essentiaals of a class-
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Def. of the group which is seen to be added to the university museum, has been promised. The project will be practically a year's work, however, before the entire group and the setting for it can be finished.

WONDER IF THE DEAN IS GOING TO SPEAK FROM HOME ANY REX

(Continued on page 11)

Our singers—''The War Bulletin''—will be published. During the advance of the enemy the newspaper the ''War Bulletin''—will be published. During the advance of the enemy the newspaper the 'War Bulletin' will be published.
L. A. OPINION FAVORS THE NEW "COT RULE"
MORE OR LESS REVISED BUT GENERALLY IN FACT!

Pact: That Student is Delivered of Getting Signatures Must be Accepted With Favor

"Student opinion on the new "cut rule" in the liberal arts colleges, while more or less diverse, appears to be generally favorable. A majority of both men and women interviewed within the last few days regard the rule as an improvement over the rule which became effective early in the winter...

The disposition is in general to favor the change which reduces the number of signatures required on petitions for courses for which objections are registered, lowering the stringent penalty for absenteeism before and after vacations. "I am so far away that I can't go home for short vacations unless I take a cut or two", declared one student. I have always saved the cuts that others might use for illness or other purposes in order to get a day or so for rest or a vacation. What They Say"

Samples of the comment from prominent students follow:,

Rachel Gunderson: "It seems to me that the new system will be better in the long run. It may seem a little harsh at first, but it is such a vast improvement over the system which they tried to initiate that I believe it will work out all right." Irvig L. Dorison: "I think the newly established system will solve the problem."

Portia Everson: "I think it is fine as long as it is administered well. It suits me all right. I had occasion to use it the other day and if the professors are rather lenient in their excuses it seems to me it should be successful." Thomas C. Murphy: "The new system is a decided improvement over the old one."

Jane Norton: "I think it will be all right. We need something to make the students think twice before they use. It seems as if it is thickening people a lot but I believe it is all right." Tom Martin: "I think the new plan is a little improvement over the old."

 nouveau: "I am not in favor of it. So many of the girls are just about dead but go on classes anyway. It seems to me that they are acting like this rule--"

Grover Jacobsen: "I think the new system is better than the old one." Myrtle Tudor: "The old cut rule was better but I believe the new one will be better for the university. It is hard on students, though." Philip Newberg: "I think it will help to cut down the absenteeism better than the previous systems, as conditions are made more definite."

L. C. Avery: "It is an improvement over the old system and I see no reason why it will not work out successfully."

WANTED--The editors of The MIDLAND will bid 10 cents each to the paper of the August, 1916 Midland, 10 cents each, or call at the office, 311 L. A. building. Office hours, 11:00 to 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

"Tuxedo" The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

"Tux" touches the spring that releases the punch—the live wire energy—the get-up-eat-out spirit. Smoke "Tux" for solid enjoyment, too—for the mellow richness and delicate fragrance of choice Burley, freed from harshness and "bite" by the original "Tuxedo Process."

You can smoke "Tux" all day long, if you like, and get a new pleasure and satisfaction out of every pippel.


"I CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE..."

"IN THE NEWS AGAIN--""Tuxedo"--the new \2-1 cent pack..."
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---GANGSTERISM---""Tuxedo""--the new \2-1 cent pack...

"Tux" TUTFEDO, CIGARETTE AND PIPE TOBACCO COMPANY

The Event Of The Season

The Misses Dorothy, Rosaline and Cynthia Fuller of Dorset England Will Sing

A Garland of Country Song

English and Scottish

Science Auditorium

Tuesday Evening, March 14

Start the Year Right by Getting Your Laundry Work at

PEOPLES STEAM LAUNDRY

Either Domestic or Finish Work Called for and Delivered

C. R. OWEN & W. J. KATZENMEYER

Proprietors

225 Iowa Ave.

EUGENE HARDY

Start the Year Right by Getting Your Laundry Work at

 psychologically unsound order to new system. "I believe the students think twice before they use. It seems as if it is thickening people a lot but I believe it is all right."

"Now listen, girlie, you've been wondering what makes me feel so good lately; whence could be but one answer--"

the original "Tuxedo Process."

"Tux" touches the spring that releases the punch—the live wire energy—the get-there spirit.

"Tuxedo" in "The Typhoon"

Englea Theatre, March 15

Walker Whiteside

To Arms!

"Now listen, girlie, you've been wondering what makes me feel so good lately; whence this store of gushing energy; this keenness of brain; this sparkle in my eye. My dove, there could be but one answer—"

EUGENE HARDY
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American Lady Coasets Why Not?

Young Women of fashion, taste, of discrimination, are the most particular in dress.

Such young women are not mere chance dressers. They know drapery— they demand and insist on unique American Lady Coasets from a whole world of curvetas, because their educated appreciation of authentic design, superior materials, exquisitely workmanship, and above all—faultless fitting qualities—lead them to recognize American Lady Coasets as the correct in corsery.

You will find, among the extensive variety of American Lady Corset designs, an American Lady Corset for your individual figure.......

Prices range...

$1.25 to $7.50

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL NOTES

Miss Edwin Patterson of Des Moines was one of the east of town girls who attended the Junior prom. When her, she was a guest at the Tri Delta and the Gamma Phi houses.

Miss Katherine Cox of Grinnell....

Miss Mary Moody was an over Sun day visitor to town.

Miss Mollie Crumblin spent the week end at the home of her parents in Mount Pleasant.

Baker Delwin of Perry has been touring alone after a visit of many days at the Alpha Delta Pi house.

Helen Myers of Cornell House, Mrs. Dempsey of Cedar Rapids, Mr. H. E. Evans of Coralville, Miss Helen McNerney of Hot Springs, Mrs. Ethel Paterson of Des Moines, and Laura Ehl of Des Moines spent the week end at the Tri Delta house.

Katharine Martin spent Monday in Cedar Rapids.

It's Fun to be Thirsty when you can get Coca-Cola

There's a real drink for your drinking pleasure. It's a thirst quenching drink that tastes good and keeps you cool in the hot weather and is a real crop for your thirst in the cold weather. Take the friendly little bottle to your friend. Drink Coca-Cola. The Coca-Cola Co. Atlanta, Ga.

PRINCESS TODAY

Helen Holmes

The Darling of the Rails in

"The Race for Right of Way"

TOMORROW

Dixie Stratton

and

Art Acord

in

"Margy of the Foothills"

A Delightful Tale of Spanish Days in Southern California

FEBRUARY

RESTLESS STUDENTS NOW HAVE INTERURBAN

Schedule For Operation of Interurban Revisited To

The first interurban car to arrive in Iowa City will be on Sunday at 1:45 p.m., and will reach the city at 1:50 p.m. Returning from Iowa City to westward from 1:50 p.m. is a train which will be in the city at 3:15 p.m., and return to the city at 3:45 p.m.
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